O'Donnell High School
Graduation Plan

Upon meeting OISD Graduation Requirements, all OISD graduates will achieve Distinguished Achievement.

Every O'Donnell student will plan to earn at least one endorsement.

Every O'Donnell student will have the opportunity to earn Performance Acknowledgements.

WHY EARN THE DISTINGUISHED LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT?
A STUDENT MAY EARN A DISTINGUISHED LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT BY COMPLETING ALGEBRA II AND ALL OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR FOUNDATION AND ENDORSEMENT.

*A student must earn distinguished level of achievement and be in the top 10% to be eligible for top 10% automatic admission.

*A distinguished level of achievement may position you among those first in line for a TEXAS grant (must be financially qualified).

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
FOUNDATION + ENDORSEMENT = 26 CREDITS

*=Must pass STAAR End-of-Course Exam (EOC) for this course

CORE REQUIREMENTS

ENDORSEMENT ELECTIVES
7 TOTAL ELECTIVES (may include some endorsement electives)

OHS ENDORSEMENT OPTIONS:
Business & Industry, Arts & Humanities, Education & Training, Multidisciplinary